Procedures and policies for maintaining and utilizing physical, academic and
support facilities - laboratory, library, sports complex, computers, classrooms
Our vision is to develop Student Teachers of strength, confidence, positivity, and justice, in imparting
an equitable world for all. Through our focus on positive psychology we endeavour to help our
students discover their own strengths and how to tackle these to find a greater sense of engagement,
flow and meaning, so as to enhance their learning and their experiences both within and beyond the
classroom. We encourage our Student Teachers to see strengths in each other, and teach them how
to encourage good relationships. We also work to help our students establish helpful thinking patterns
and develop a positive self-concept. We seek to promote strength of character through cultivating
adaptability, the capacity to persevere in the face of challenge and developing tenacity in pursuing
their goals. It is essential in developing their critical literacy skills, their creativity, and ability to
innovate and work collaboratively is an important element of this.
Book bank –Nirmala Institute of Education Library initiated the book bank facility in the year 2016-17
and continued to grow .Books are issued to all students on first come first serve basis. Books are issued
for a period of one year till the exams .Books like Psychology. Foundation of Education, History,
Science, Mathematics, Konkani and Hindi are there for the students.
Library facilities-The library is well equipped with reference books, journals and periodicals. The scope
of the collection reflects the commitment to advanced study in education and its various dimensions.
The students are provided the question papers of previous years in the website and also hard copies
are maintained in the library. The library has got the membership with INFLIBNET to access NLIST
resources .The Library organizes orientation program every year for the new batch. Students when
facing difficulty approach the library staff for assistance. There is a photocopy machine installed in the
library for the Faculty and staff .
Computer Lab-The College has a well-equipped Computer Laboratory. The students are motivated to
conceptualize and develop ICT related instructional material for the enrichment of their teaching.
Canteen-The college is providing canteen facility to the students as well as teaching and non-teaching
staff of the college
Sports:-. A sports committee is constituted every year, consisting of students as well as Faculty. During
the session 2018-19 college participated in various inter collegiate events like country, chess,
badminton, table tennis, tennikoit, handbook, basketball , athletics and cricket. Nirmala Institute of
education won the runner up for VLASTOS. Carom board, Badminton, Football, or any
other sports equipment is issued to the students by depositing their student ID whenever they
got free time in their schedule.

